Your
Greenkeeper
for Artificial
Turf.
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SMART Technology

Grooming

Brushing
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Control

Perfect
greenkeeping
thanks to SMART
Technology.

Grooming

Brushing

Control

SMART Technology
Inside

Compact integration of
greenkeeping technologies

Robust, fibre-glass
reinforced plastic
housing

GET STARTED
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Still training under floodlights on Saturday night, yet another kickoff in the local
derby on Sunday morning. The pitch: Perfectly maintained. The players marvel: Just how
does our greenkeeper manage it?
One word: Turfrob. Time-consuming greenkeeping is a thing of the past. Your
greenkeeping robot takes care of that. You operate Turfrob with an app and it navigates
fully automatically. Simply choose a greenkeeping programme and Turfrob does its work
without any supervision – it’s fully independent even at night. With strong battery
performance for many hours of brushing and grooming. Turfrob charges as fast as
lightning in the morning and is ready for perfect greenkeeping immediately: You thus
maximise playing time while guaranteeing a sustainable useful life of the artificial turf
system at the same time. Fully automatic care, perfect greenkeeping: Turfrob.

www.turfrob.com
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EFFECTIVENESS

ECONOMY

Full of energy:
Professional power
included!

Optimal care,
longer lifetime.

Discover
the advantages.
EASY TO USE
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Robots help us in many areas of life, make our society more advanced
and are simply sensible assistants. It is not just in industry that automation is continuing

Superior drive and battery technology guarantee environmentally
The Turfrob has all the features for perfect greenkeeping: grooming

friendly maintenance of the field. The field gets its required dose

and brushing with constant accuracy. The key to the artificial turf

consistently during operation, depending on the playing intensity and

system’s outstanding quality and sustainable playing characteristics.

system design. Maintenance has never been better.

TECHNOLOGY

EFFICIENCY

High-tech for
a quick start:

Everything is automatic
and controlled via
smartphone.

to make progress. Robots raise the quality of your everyday life to a new level.
This leads to greenkeeping of artificial turf, where Turfrob takes part.
No matter whether it’s a hobby or competitive sport: Only artificial turf
in perfect condition makes major sports and its associated emotions possible.
Turfrob enables you to achieve a perfect maintenance of your pitch. Our goal is to reach
continuous and consistent playing characteristics in all areas of the playing field.
365 days a year durability and outstanding performance are guaranteed.

Professional engineering has resulted in a unique greenkeeping
device for artificial turf systems. New standards in technology make it

www.turfrob.com

The Turfrob makes it possible. These new features support perfect

easier to operate and very convenient to use. Thanks to perfect engineering,

greenkeeping and your peace of mind. Easy to program, ready to go!

a professional service device has come to life.

Turfrob knows its job and does it perfectly.
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TURFROB
Control

Easy operation and control
of the Turfrob

Greenkeeping of
artificial turf
in perfection.

Greenkeeping was never easier. Just start the app, set the
program according to type and greenkeeping intensity and get
started. The app connects to the Turfrob and starts the
greenkeeping process fully automatically.

GPS
• Accuracy of ≤ 2 cm

Brushing

Brushing and straightening
of artificial grass

Base station
• Builds up Turf-WIFI
• Connected to internet
• Communicates with Turfrob

Football boots put very high mechanical stress on artificial turf
fibres. Especially in the penalty areas of the pitch. Constantly
brushing protects fibres from folding, which increases the lifetime
of the artificial turf system.

Charging unit
• 220 V / 240 V Connector
• Fast charging of the Turfrob

Turfrob
• Connected to Turf-WIFI
• Controlled via the Turfrob app
• Anti-theft protection

Grooming

Grooming and loosening
infill

App
• Application to control the Turfrob
• Available for iOS and Android
• Connected to the Turf-WIFI
• Regular updates via internet

Depending on playing intensity, the infill becomes compressed
and must be loosened regularly. The Turfrob grooms the ground
synced with the system structure and guarantees looseness and
thereby consistent playing characteristics. Combined with the
brushing feature the infill granules are distributed evenly.

MORE INFORMATION?

Visit our Website.
We will keep you
up to date.
www.turfrob.com
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Version: 2019. Subject to technical changes without notice. The information in this brochure includes general
descriptions or performance features that may change as a result of further development of products.

Would you like to
know more?

